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Abstract: In recent decades, test design, assessment and evaluation procedures have
received much attention and have focused on concepts such as quality, validity and
reliability. Obviously this is also true for the highly complex testing of interpreters’
skills, including legal interpreting. In this paper, we will first discuss the significant
changes that have been made in the final examination procedure at the end of the LIT
(Legal Interpreting and Translation) course at KULeuven, Antwerp campus, which
have been complemented by an introductory workshop for the graders. It is important
to mention that graders can be language experts as well as external legal experts
(judges, prosecutors, police officers, lawyers, etc.) The comparison of the scores of
candidates between 2008 and 2013 (a period in which different evaluation grids were
used) shows a tendency towards more overall failures. In addition to this, an analysis
of the graders’ comments demonstrates that results are more consistent and that
graders’ comments mirror the results better. The new evaluation method clearly
leaves less room for grader subjectivity, which presumably points to the fact that
candidates are tested in a more transparent and reliable way. Follow-up research (in
grader focus groups) and observations of the actual evaluation process will enable us
to ensure that graders are comfortable with the new method and to check if they use
it in a consistent way. Verifying whether the overall procedure actually produces
better and more competent legal interpreters is a further important step needed to
complete this research project.
Keywords: legal interpreting, evaluation procedure, reliability, validity, quality

1. Introduction
Before discussing the final examination in LI (Legal Interpreting) at KU
Leuven, Antwerp campus, we would like to shed some light on the use of
concepts without going into too much detail, however, or reinventing the wheel.
We will also briefly explain the situation in Belgium and outline those elements
which we will be unable to discuss in this contribution for reasons of space.
1.1 Certification through independent bodies
The final LI examination in combination with the other (written) examinations
on legal knowledge, legal terminology, methodology and sources of law leads
to certification, meaning that “certificates are usually awarded after completion
of a course of study and demonstration of mastery of the knowledge or skills
imparted in courses” (Mikkelson, 2013, p. 66). Furthermore, Mikkelson notes
the following:
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Credentialing or certification, whereby mastery of the knowledge, skills, and
abilities required to practice the profession is verified by an independent body, is
inextricably linked to this formative education. (2013, p. 67).

Unfortunately, this is not yet the case in Belgium where no national register
of sworn translators and interpreters exists and the title of legal interpreter is not
protected. As a result, there are no standardized procedures allowing one to
become a legal interpreter; each court has its own system for the recruitment of
interpreters. The court of Antwerp alone has strict rules about the education,
training, evaluation and certification of interpreters. This has come about as a
result of the court’s close collaboration with the LIT department of KU Leuven,
Antwerp campus. Consequently, we are still light years away from welldesigned specific certification tests like those in the United States (Feuerle,
2013) or other countries such as Australia, Austria, Canada, Sweden or the UK
(Hlavac, 2013).
Nevertheless, the fact that an independent body exists in Belgium that
certifies community interpreters, together with our experience as graders and
contributors to the design of tests for community interpreters, were of great help
in developing actual legal interpreting evaluation criteria. Vermeiren, Van
Gucht and De Bontridder (2009) write about the certification of social
interpreters (i.e. community interpreters) in the early years, while Roels (2013)
explains how this certification process evolved, which led not only to a better
and more valid test design, but also to training for graders and guidelines for
more reliability in the testing procedure.
1.2 Assessment and evaluation
We wish to state clearly at this point that we will not comment in detail on the
assessment procedure of the LIT course at KU Leuven, Antwerp campus. This
would take in too much detail and would mean starting from screening during
the admission procedure, moving on to feedback during class performances
(formative assessment), and then to the final examination (summative
assessment). Instead, only the LI evaluation at the end of the course will be
discussed here because it rates the candidate’s performance and achievements,
while assessment procedures measure the performance and progression of an
individual, giving feedback so that performance can improve.
This terminological difference between evaluation and assessment has
been emphasized in many sources (see for example CIE, n.d.; PCrest, n.d.;
ITLAL, n.d.) or kinds of assessment according to the time period(s) in which
they take place). As expressed by the Institute for Teaching, Learning and
Academic Leadership (ITLAL, n.d.):
Assessment is the process of objectively understanding the state or condition of a
thing, by observation and measurement. Assessment of teaching means taking a
measure of its effectiveness. “Formative” assessment is measurement for the
purpose of improving it. “Summative” assessment is what we normally call
“evaluation.” (http://www.itlal.org/index.php?q=node/93).

Although the citation refers specifically to teaching, that is secondary to what
is fundamentally being assessed.
Formative assessments take place during the LI course and are designed to
show candidates their strengths and weaknesses, giving them the necessary
feedback and tools to remedy problems. Summative assessment on the other
hand takes place at the end of the learning process and its purpose is to judge
whether a candidate is ready to work in the profession. Since this assessment
takes place during the final LI examination/role play, we are clearly talking
about a final evaluation here. The fact that this evaluation is criterion-based and
not norm-based will be discussed in paragraph 3.1.3.
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1.3 Quality and evaluation
We wish to emphasize that the evaluation procedure used at KU Leuven,
Antwerp campus, is not the only valuable one. As Pöchhacker states
Quality is acknowledged as an essentially relative and multi-dimensional concept
which can and must be approached with different evaluation methods from a
variety of perspectives (2004, p. 153).

Taking different evaluation methods into account does not mean that
evaluation should lapse into an almost personalized system of error counting or
that measuring (legal) interpreting competences can be reduced to a
mathematical calculation, without considering source-target correspondence,
for example. This way, there is a risk that graders place their own interpretation
on the classification schemes. If this occurs, evaluation reliability will be low
(see 1.4). Furthermore, there are nearly as many error classification systems as
there are empirical studies demanding an overall assessment of source-target
correspondence (Pöchhacker, 2004, p. 143).
Of course, evaluation of an interpreting product and performance has also
to take into account many features (Pöchhacker, 2004, pp. 137-158) such as
discourse, source-target correspondence, effect, quality and role of the
interpreter according to “the expectations held by participants in the interaction
and in society at large” (Pöchhacker, 2004, p. 147). Therefore, a test design that
allows for all these features is necessary to make a test valid (see 1.4).
1.4 Validity and reliability
An in-depth discussion of the concepts of validity and reliability in testing falls
beyond the scope of this contribution and has already been undertaken by many
authors. A very good summary that reflects the definitions and main issues on
this topic can be found in Sawyer (2004, pp. 95-102). A brief overview can also
be found in Salaets & Vermeerbergen (2011, pp. 164-166). A clear definition
of the concept of validity reads as follows:
To be considered valid, an assessment tool must test skills that are actually
required to perform the task in question, and not test irrelevant skills; individuals
who can do the job well should pass the test, and those who cannot do so should
fail it […] (Mikkelson, 2013, p. 69)

Here, we will limit our discussion of validity to the above. Although
serious efforts have been made to improve the test itself, i.e. the role play, we
can only report that these efforts resulted in a better test design. In this newly
designed role play, all competences that would-be legal interpreters should
possess are tested in a well-balanced way. This contrasts with the old tests where
role players had complete freedom in elaborating a broad scenario with only
some key words. Dutch and foreign language proficiency as well as listening
and speaking skills in both languages are tested. Interpreting techniques and
skills are tested via the transfer itself and indirectly via note-taking techniques.
Knowledge of law, legal terminology and the ethical code are, of course, tested
through the legal context of the role play, whereas professional attitude is
screened by means of a concrete ethical dilemma and interpreter behaviour
during the complete role play (coping with stress, turn-taking, long(er) instances
of speech, etc.). A plain definition of the concept of reliability is the following:
[…] a reliable assessment instrument is one that gives the same result for people
of similar skill level regardless of who administers the test, who rates the test,
when the test is given or what version of the test is applied (Roat, 2006, p. 9).
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Angelelli illustrates even more clearly what is understood by the term:
Reliability is not just about test score. Creating a reliable test and judging the
reliability of an existing test involves looking at the ways in which the
consequences of factors outside of what actually is being tested have been
minimized to the greatest extent possible. (Angelelli, 2009, p. 17)

This is exactly what we wish to illustrate in this contribution, mainly
through the analysis of the evaluation grids and guidelines, but also through a
small scale study that shows how external factors, i.e. grader’s freedom and
manoeuvrability and thus subjective interpretation, can and must indeed be
minimized to the greatest extent possible. Even when the test design is very well
conceptualized and factors influencing reliability are reduced as much as
possible, the next step to take - one which we were unable to do so far - is to
develop and complete the testing cycle further whereby the “test itself is tested”
(Leeson, 2013, pp. 157-161).

2. The evaluation process and procedure: a very brief history
2.1 Period 2000-2009
Every candidate took part in the entrance examination which consisted of a
written and an oral Dutch test. There were no exemptions. The next part of the
entrance examination tested the foreign language knowledge of the candidate
interpreters and translators. Applicants who wanted to be legal interpreters
participated only in the oral section of the language test, future translators in the
written test. If candidates wanted to become both, they had to take both tests
and prove that they had a thorough knowledge of the foreign language (both
written and spoken). The requirements for the entrance examination were strict.
In order to pass, candidates had to score at least 80%. After training in legal
terminology, the Belgian legal system and law, students were trained in legal
translation and legal interpretation. As the course was monolingual, it was not
possible for students to improve their foreign language skills through the
traditional way of teaching. Students improved their language level individually
or together with other students (in small groups, if so desired), but without
supervision or mentoring by a teacher. In short, there was no check on students’
development and progress.
After training of some 160 hours, all candidates took an examination on
legal subjects in Dutch. The translators had to translate part of a legal document,
while the interpreters had to act as legal interpreters in a role play. The role play
consisted of a simple story; the plot was not developed beforehand. The
screeners received a brief description of the situation only, without any further
instructions or structural guidelines.
From the start of the training program until 2009 the candidate legal
interpreters and translators were assessed using the same evaluation grid. This
meant no distinction was made between translators and interpreters and every
screener used the same evaluation sheet, whereas it is beyond dispute that legal
interpreters and translators need different skills and techniques. The evaluation
sheet was divided into five main categories: The first was Dutch, with subcategories that included correctness, vocabulary, language level of sentences
and text. However, some other sub-categories applied only to interpreters, such
as intonation, pronunciation and fluency. The next main category was foreign
language usage, which contained the same sub-categories as the first category.
Transfer was the third main category. This included completeness and
correctness of the content, language skills, register and communication skills.
Attitude was the fourth category. This comprised sub-categories such as stress
tolerance, body language, accuracy, care/precision, reliability, objectivity, etc.
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The final score was the last grouping in which the screener decided whether a
candidate failed or passed.
The assessment sheet was cluttered. The evaluator himself had to decide
whether a sub-category could be used and whether it worked for an interpreter
or translator or both. The evaluator was not really involved in the process and
was more like an external onlooker who had to assess the interpreting skills of
the candidate by means of a chaotic and confusing document. Our research
showed that the screeners did not fill in the sheet correctly, but through no fault
of their own.
2.2 Period 2009-2011
In 2009 some initial changes were made to the final examination, while the
entrance examination remained the same. A new step consisted of developing
at least a different evaluation sheet solely for the legal interpreters. The
screeners no longer had to stop and ask themselves which sub-categories were
relevant for which profession. In addition, the categories mentioned earlier were
now divided into additional sub-categories, i.e. omissions, additions,
misunderstandings, ambiguity, ethics and specific terminology. The new
evaluation sheet was still not perfect, but it opened the way for a much more
structured and well-organized evaluation method. The evaluation sheet was
subsequently further developed in 2010-2011.
One of the most important changes consisted of developing different
evaluation sheets for the language grader and the legal expert. Another
additional element in this new evaluation sheet was the greater spread in the
scores. The score for each individual item was no longer based on a simple pass
or fail. Both graders could choose the exact value for each category on a scale
of 5-4-3-2-1 with 5 reflecting a very positive evaluation of the item and 1 a very
negative one. The screener was more likely to distinguish good performances
from poor performances and could also indicate whether the candidate’s
performance in one of the categories was excellent or merely mediocre.

3. The final examination from 2012 onwards
As explained in the introduction, we will not cover the entire assessment
procedure but rather we will focus on the evaluative part, i.e. the final
examination. While the test design had gone through a serious make-over, a
following step still had to be taken to improve the grading of the interpreting
examinations further. As mentioned above, the first change was introduced in
2010 by finally providing the two graders with a different grid, in line with their
competences. The language grader was to assess the linguistic transfer in a
detailed way as well as the attitude of the examinee and the correct use of the
two languages tested (the foreign language and Dutch), whereas the legal expert
was to assess the transfer in a more general way (observing misunderstandings
and completeness), the attitude of the examinee, the competence in Dutch and
specifically Dutch legal terminology.
When feedback was given during informal meetings, the legal experts in
particular reported that the grids were difficult to work with as it was not entirely
clear to them how they should be completed. Many of the terms were unclear to
them. It was only with the help of and in agreement with the language grader
that the legal expert’s grid was completed, after which a final decision was
taken.
That both graders work together to reach a common goal should naturally
be encouraged. The fact that legal experts need some assistance in these matters
is not at all surprising: they do not deal with grading and examinations every
day. Unlike language graders, they are not trained in assessing students in such
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situations. While it is true that they often assess, they do this in a completely
different manner and by means of different methods.
The above feedback made us think about how we could offer both the legal
experts and the language graders a more workable tool that would guide them
through the evaluation. As a result, we provided two solutions: we added
guidelines to the grid and organized a workshop with all graders to explain to
them how to work with the new grids and use these guidelines correctly.
3.1 The grids
The grids (see the appendix) require some further explanation which will be
given in the following paragraphs.
3.1.1 The language grader’s grids.
The most important task of the language grader is to check transfer, i.e. to check
whether the content is fully conveyed in the target language. This takes place in
the four phases of the role play, which correspond to four competences and
allow the language grader to evaluate these four competences, namely the
consecutive interpreting section (short and long), simultaneous whispering and
sight translation. The grader assesses the accuracy and completeness of the
transfer and also checks for major transfer errors (contresens).
Since it is not possible within the scope of this article to include all 10
pages of the guidelines, we will quote only the one guideline on accuracy that
tries to answer the question of the grader: How accurate is accurate? In other
words, what score do you give on the scale of 1 to 5? Scores 1 and 5 are clearly
distinctive, as are 2 and 4, but it is more difficult to identify the difference
between 5 and 4 on the scale, or 1 and 2. It is most important to know the
difference between scores 3 and 2, because this signifies the huge distinction
between a pass (3) and a fail (2). An example of part of the guidelines that
accompany the grid follows.
Think about changes/errors that have consequences for the information exchange.
This is the case for example when:
one of the parties has to ask an additional question about something that was
mentioned before but was translated accurately
there is wrong or inadequate use of general vocabulary, which makes
information-gathering less accurate.
Example 1: the use of hyponyms (a term that denotes a sub-category of a more
general class)
“Did you hit him on the head with a chair? >> “Did you hit him on the head
with a piece of furniture?”
Possible explanation: The candidate cannot find the right word for “chair” and
therefore uses “furniture” to complete the sentence. A chair is of course a piece of
furniture, but this is not sufficiently accurate. This shift will lead to (at least) two
possible mistakes: Misinformation if the suspect answers the question with “yes”,
while assuming that a “piece of furniture” can be anything small with which you
can hit someone. The questioner automatically presumes that the piece of furniture
is a chair because the answer is “yes”. Or it can result in a surprising answer: “Yes,
ehm, yes …with an ashtray”.
Example 2: there is wrong or inadequate use of legal terminology, which makes
the information exchange less accurate or puts it at risk:
“Do you give permission to trace him? > “Do you give permission to arrest
him?”
Example 3: grammatical errors that radically change the content and put the
information exchange at risk
Did your brother give you this? > “Did their brother give you this?”
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Grading is as follows:
5: extremely accurate – no changes or distortions
4: maximum two changes – changes at word level without consequences for the
information exchange and/or the conversation
3: two or three changes – less accurate, but things are put right during the
conversation and there are no permanent consequences for the information
exchange
2: four changes – not sufficiently accurate; the conversation/information exchange
is at risk
1: more than four changes – not accurate; the conversation and information
exchange have been clearly distorted.

Note-taking is also mentioned in this grid, but it is not assessed by the
language screener as a separate skill and an end in itself. However, the
interpreter’s notes clearly have to be used as an effective tool to meet the other
criteria of completeness, accuracy and correctness.
Finally, the grader is reminded that one fail, i.e. a 2 or 1 score, means a fail
for the overall role play. If, by contrast, all competences receive scores of 3, 4
or 5, the candidate will pass for all these competences in the role play, which
also means an overall “pass”.
The two other language grader grids contain the language proficiency
guidelines for Dutch and the foreign language. In Antwerp these criteria have
been set at B2 level of the CEFR (the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages) for the simple reason that setting the standard at C1
or C2 level would result in a higher bar to pass and in having no legal
interpreters at all. It is hard to pinpoint the exact difference between level B1
and B2 or B2 and C1. Probably nobody will readily have an exact description
or definition of these levels in mind. At most, we can refer to level B2 as that
of an ‘independent user’, but what does this mean exactly? In an attempt to
standardize criteria, we outlined the characteristics of level B2 in a two-page
summary. On the basis of these criteria, the grader has to decide whether the
candidate meets the B2 requirements (‘yes’) or not (‘no’).
Firstly we cited the general definition of an independent B2 user which
applies to the interpreter as follows:




Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract
topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialization.
Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular
interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain for either party.
YES / NO

The main elements of the B2 CEFR level pinpointed in the respective
definitions are:
Overall listening comprehension B2
 understanding a native speaker/interlocutor at B2 level
Overall spoken interaction B2
 information exchange at B2 level

At the bottom of the grid, we also give graders the opportunity to write
down any remarks to justify their decision in the grid, i.e. simply ‘yes’ or ‘no’,
reminding them of the requirements of the B2 level. Here again, one “no” leads
to a fail for the items assessed: the foreign language and/or Dutch, both at B2
level.
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3.1.2 The grids of the legal expert.
Now, after addressing the language experts’ grids, we will take a closer look at
the evaluation grid for the legal experts. The task of the legal experts (a
policeman, judge, prosecutor or lawyer) is mainly to decide whether the
candidate helps them to do their job properly and correctly. How can the legal
experts in their turn contribute to the evaluation of the language graders? They
can do so by supplementing the evaluation of the language graders with their
own specific expertise and professional experience. Given the fact that legal
experts might not be able to evaluate the language transfer as such, they are able
to observe at a general level what information is conveyed in Dutch. They are
able of course to compare this to the information they might expect to hear,
bearing in mind that the examination is not a real life situation but a contrived
situation where scenarios and the design of the test are played out.
In the consecutive interpreting section of the legal experts’ grid, the graders
can indicate how they assess the reliability of the candidate, including the
candidate’s attitude/communication skills, the use of the first person (in Dutch),
impartiality (attitude and, if possible, content in Dutch) as well as the correct
use of Dutch in general and of Dutch legal terminology in particular. It is easy
to assess the use of the first person by keeping a tally of when the candidate
uses indirect speech. It may happen on occasion that a candidate assumes the
use of indirect speech of the witness (“tell the judge that I… and tell him
also…”). For that reason, candidates are allowed to break this rule once or twice.
If they wrongly use indirect speech instead of direct speech three or more times,
this results in a (2) score (=fail). The legal expert also has to discuss with the
language grader whether this happened in the foreign language as well.
It is, however, more difficult to grade the reliability of a candidate: How
reliable is reliable? For this item, graders can also choose from scores ranging
from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). Again, the most problematic score is the one each
side of the dividing line between pass (3) and fail (2). For example, when the
legal graders examine attitude and communication skills, they receive the
following guidelines:
or
-

The candidate displays a disturbing attitude that makes communication more
difficult.
The candidate is arrogant e.g. constantly interrupting the parties
The candidate dominates the conversation e.g. taking the lead in turn-taking
The candidate is shy: never dares to interrupt when necessary and longer
instances of speech are possibly not fully rendered  discuss this further
with the language grader
The candidate is very insecure: constantly asks the speakers to repeat or
frequently asks for additional information, clarification, etc.
In general:
The candidate is extremely nervous, is very intimidated by the situation.

The features described above can result in two possible attitudes: the interpreter is
working very fast or very slowly  in both cases: discuss your opinion with the
language grader.
Grading is as follows:
5: None of the above conduct was observed – very professional attitude/fluent
communication
4: A maximum of two instances of the above conduct were observed – professional
attitude
3: A maximum three instances of the above conduct were observed – sufficiently
professional attitude provided that only minor attitude problems are evident
and/or that these professional errors are corrected by the examinee
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2: Three or four instances of the above conduct were observed – unsatisfactory
professional attitude
1: More than four instances of the above conduct were observed – unprofessional
attitude.

As can be observed, legal experts are explicitly asked to discuss their
impressions with the language graders because it is felt that they can never be
entirely sure that their impressions are correct – except in clear cases of attitude
problems or when, for example, the interpreting takes 30 seconds while the
original story lasted two minutes.
For the (simultaneous) whispering section and the sight translation, legal
experts only are able to assess fluency, since these parts are translated into the
foreign language. The concept of fluency is also clearly defined in the
guidelines with the related scores (1 to 5). The second part of the legal experts’
grid is the language proficiency grid, with guidelines for Dutch only - see 3.1.1.
Finally, graders are also reminded that one fail (i.e. a 2 or 1 score) means a fail
for the entire role play. If, by contrast, all competences are awarded scores of 3,
4 or 5, this means a pass for all the competences in the role play, as far as the
legal experts are concerned.
3.1.3 The overall score document. The overall score document is meant to be
used by both graders to write down their final decision: They indicate whether
the candidate has a pass or a fail score for the foreign language (only the
language grader assesses this) and for Dutch (both graders combine their
observations). If they disagree on the scores, they will eventually have to take a
decision and account for it, reaching joint agreement on the pass/fail since there
can only be one outcome (only one option can be ticked here). Each grader then
gives an overall score for the role play (pass or fail). This means that a candidate
receives four scores in total and, as mentioned above, the candidate must have
four pass scores to obtain an overall “pass”.
Although this seems to be a fairly strict way of assessing candidates, we
should bear in mind that in the case of this legal interpreting examination, we
are giving new graduates immediate access to the labour market. From the
moment they are sworn in, they can immediately start to work as professional
interpreters in legal cases, which most likely will be more complex than the
interpreting examination. It will certainly be less structured.
At this point, we would like to draw attention to the difference between
norm-based and criterion-based evaluation. Academia and language graders are
generally used to a norm-based evaluation which uses a ranking order they are
familiar with. Students receive a score based on their degree of compliance with
norm x, y, z. They can comply either a little more, much more or not at all. In
most cases (language) graders then classify students on the basis of their
competency level and give them a score of A, B or C or a 3, 4, 5 or a 12, 14 or
16 depending on the ranking system.
In this context, however, we are confronted with criterion-based
evaluation: in this case to master the interpreting skills necessary to become a
member of the profession. Compare it to the first time you fly a plane as a pilot:
you can be very good at taking off, but at the same time you cannot allow
yourself not to be proficient at keeping the plane in the air or landing.
Interpreters cannot allow themselves to do a “fairly” good job, which may not
be good enough to keep an innocent suspect out of jail.

4. Research Methodology
In our small research project we wanted to verify whether our evaluation
method had an influence on the number of students who passed or failed, and
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whether we could rule out the subjectivity of the evaluator. The first question
which could be addressed by using a quantitative research method was how the
number of students who passed or failed had changed over the years, and more
specifically from 2008 until 2013. The logical follow-up question was whether
it was possible to identify any particular trends. If so, the obvious response
would be to try and explain these trends. Moreover, we were interested to know
if any tendencies could be attributed to the changes and adjustments to the
evaluation sheet. While it remains difficult to demonstrate a clear-cut
relationship between any of the observed trends and the changes in the
evaluation sheet with the amount of data we will present, it is nevertheless
possible to formulate some hypotheses.
A complementary qualitative research method, namely a more in-depth
analysis of notes, observations and comments on the evaluation sheets, was
needed to check if the evaluation criteria were sufficiently clear. The subsequent
question was whether or not the aspects that underpinned positive or negative
assessments were clearly described and defined. A further question was whether
the graders expressed any subjective assessments and if so,
a)
b)

whether they corresponded to the competences of the grader, and
whether they were contradictory to the final score.

To find answers to the above, we studied the completed evaluation sheets
of the examinations conducted between 2008 and 2013 (following the different
evaluation procedures, as explained in paragraph 2). Scrutinizing every
individual evaluation sheet was impossible; sometimes only one examination
for a particular language, such as Malayalam (in 2009), had been conducted,
and sometimes the number of examinations varied over the years, e.g. we had
eight English exams in 2008, but not a single one in 2010. For this reason we
chose two languages for which the number of examinations had remained stable
over the years and which therefore allowed for a more balanced comparison of
the results. We opted for two different categories of language: firstly, a school
language - in our case French - and secondly, a language that is not taught in
Belgian schools - Turkish. The former is one of the official languages of
Belgium, along with Dutch (Flemish), German and Flemish Sign Language, and
the latter is one of the most common and most frequently spoken languages in
Belgium.
The number of examinations for these two languages appeared to be
comparable over the years. We tried to ascertain whether the examination
results were influenced by the four different methods (from 2008 to 2013),
namely:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the old method (2007-2009);
the updated version with separate evaluation sheets for
interpreters/translators (2009-2010);
the updated version with scales and separate grids for legal experts
and language graders (2010-2011); and
the new method (used since 2012) with an evaluation guide for both
graders (language and legal experts), a clear description of B2 level
(CEFR) and training for the graders. For each type of sheet we
examined in detail the main evaluation categories such as language
skills (Dutch and foreign language), transfer, attitude and overall
score.

We first conducted an analysis of these results from a quantitative angle
and further interpreted the results on the basis of the qualitative observations.
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The five quantitative outcomes revealed trends that came about over the
years. The qualitative analysis on the other hand enabled us to interpret the
written comments and remarks, and it also helped us to verify whether our
hypotheses were correct.

5. Research results
Below we outline the most important findings of the research. We have subdivided this into a quantitative and qualitative analysis.
5.1 Quantitative analysis
As indicated above, we looked in detail at the five main evaluative categories
in the interpreting examinations over the last six years (2008-2013). The
outcomes always show the total score for both languages, French and Turkish.
5.1.1 Language Skills Dutch.
Passing the admission test for Dutch is one of the main requirements to follow
the LIT course. This explains why the parameters (see figure 1) do not show
huge differences concerning the Dutch language skills established at B2 level.
Since 2012, however, no candidate has failed for Dutch and the graph shows a
slightly upward trend. Not surprisingly, 2012 was also the year when all
applicants had to pass both a written and an oral entrance exam, regardless of
the course for which they were applying (interpreting or translating). Thus, from
2012 on, all future students had to pass the same written and oral entrance
examination for Dutch.
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Figure 1. Dutch language skills
5.1.2 Foreign Language Skills (French and Turkish).
The most salient feature in figure 2 is the upward trend over the last two years
(2012-2013). In the same period the number of passed candidates also
increased. Since 2012, the number of failed candidates has been higher than the
number of passed candidates. However, the huge discrepancy and variable gaps
between the number of passed and failed exams have diminished.
5.1.3 Transfer.
The results for the next main category, Transfer, paint a much more unbalanced
picture. The line indicating the number of failed examinations shows huge ups
and downs between 2008 and 2011, while the same is true for the passed exams.
Only from 2012 on do both lines start to converge. Although the number of
failed candidates is still higher than those who passed, the tendency is positive.
A slightly upward (because only recent) positive trend can be observed.
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Figure 3. Transfer
5.1.4 Attitude.
We can make virtually the same remarks for Attitude as for Transfer. Even
though the gap between both lines is still extreme, we can see a positive and
well-balanced trend from 2012 on. The extreme differences are tending to
disappear.
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5.1.5 Overall Score. The results of the overall score confirm the previous
outcomes. The unbalanced and larger gaps have disappeared and from 2012 the
lines have started to converge. This is perhaps the result of the cooperation
between the legal grader and the language screener. We hope we can interpret
this as an indication that they know more clearly what they need to focus on,
and how and according to which criteria they have to decide whether a student
passes or fails.
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Figure 5. Overall score
5.2 The Qualitative Analysis.
In the qualitative analysis we tried to answer three main questions by examining
the evaluation grid as such. In the first place we wished to analyse the comments
of the graders to see whether the evaluation was overly subjective and – to a
certain extent - unreliable. The first qualitative question was: are the evaluation
criteria sufficiently clear? The subsequent question was whether or not the
aspects that underpin positive or negative assessments were clearly described
and defined.
Results showed that these criteria were certainly not always clearly defined
and that they were presented in groups in the early years (e.g. interpreting skills
included fluency, transfer, etc.), embodying a holistic approach, which is a valid
and generally accepted evaluation model. However, this changed in the new
versions, as shown in the above sections. Guidelines to underpin positive (pass)
or negative (fail) assessments were completely lacking in the early years. For
the designers of the grid with scales and separate sheets for legal experts and
language graders (in the year 2010), the exact meaning of the criteria and the
scales seemed perfectly clear, but feedback from the graders showed that this
was not the case.
Consequently, we checked whether graders wrote any comments to explain
why they had taken specific decisions, since criteria were unclear or
assessments were hardly underpinned. It became obvious that certain graders
clearly explained and gave reasons for their decisions; others did not and some
simply wrote “ok” three times (next to an assortment of undefined criteria). One
wrote “not ok” and failed a student without further explanation.
We can therefore conclude that the old evaluation method depended too much
on the grader and that when criteria and evaluation scales were not clearly
defined, it depended entirely on the attitude of the grader whether or not further
clarifications were provided. This is not a reliable way of testing, because
candidates can have good or bad luck with their grader. We also noticed,
however, that the better the criteria are defined and the more that graders are
familiar with how to use the scales (together with the guidelines), the fewer the
comments that all graders add (there is no longer a discrepancy between graders
who write more and those who write fewer comments). This hopefully means
that the criteria and use of scales are clear for the graders, who therefore need
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to write fewer comments or explanations. In order to have a more detailed
answer to this question, we need to organize focus group discussions and also
individual interviews.
The second question we tried to answer was whether there were any
subjective assessments expressed by the graders. The answer clearly is yes, but
again the number of subjective assessments has been decreasing over the years.
When we looked more closely at the comments, we noticed that some comments
were contradictory to the final evaluation, but that this phenomenon only
appeared in the early evaluation sheets (up to 2011). Some examples follow:




a comment for the criterion transfer: for longer instances of speech in
consecutive, memory fails
a comment for the criterion attitude: good attitude, aware of errors, corrects
them if needed
a comment for foreign language skills: hardly a pass mark

Nevertheless, the overall score was a pass!
A candidate who failed in June 2010 because of bad results for whispered
interpreting, nevertheless passed three months later despite the following
comments:



no use of the first person in transfer
interrupts the dialogue all the time

One could legitimately ask how it is possible that anyone with such an
unprofessional attitude can pass. With another grader, the same person would
most likely/certainly fail because of the one important interpreting technique
that was clearly not mastered (i.e. “NO use of the first person in transfer”) and
an obvious attitude problem due to insecurity and/or arrogance (there are no
further comments on why the dialogue was interrupted; nor do we know how
frequent “all the time” is). This means that this evaluation method was not at all
reliable.
The final aspect to be checked was whether the assessments and comments
given by the graders corresponded to their own competences. We cannot answer
this question for the period 2000-2010 since separate grids for the legal expert
and the language grader were not used. In the period from 2010-2012, separate
grids did exist but the evaluation criteria were not yet clearly separated
according to the competences of the grader. This means that we regularly find
a comment on an evaluation criterion that does not fall under the competence
of the grader e.g. we find the legal expert commenting on foreign language
knowledge or interpreting skills. In the last two years, graders have not only had
separate grids, but also separate evaluation criteria: they write down the scores
separately and only discuss them with their colleague when needed or when
suggested by the guidelines. At the end of the examination, they discuss their
scores together to establish the overall score.

6. Conclusion
Following this small-scale study, we can draw some conclusions that are far
from general. They apply only to this sample and are closely related to the
development of this particular curriculum, course and evaluation method.
Firstly, the redesigning of the role plays leaves less room for personal
improvisation by the role players. Clearly designed scenarios and an
introductory workshop on the importance of a valid and reliable evaluation
procedure make role players – who are graders at the same time – more aware
of the importance of a well-designed and rather rigid scenario to give equal
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chances to every examinee. They are also aware that it makes more valid testing
possible, since the test assesses what it is supposed to evaluate, i.e. the
examinees’ language skills, general and legal knowledge, interpreting skills and
professional attitude.
Secondly, the reliability of the final examination seems to be higher. If we
look at the figures and scores for the different aspects (Dutch, foreign language,
transfer, attitude and overall score), we notice a greater consistency for every
item. This means that results have become more similar over the past two years,
while they were clearly divergent in the years before, especially for such a rather
vague criterion as attitude.
Furthermore, if we look at the qualitative analysis of the comments, we can
see that the number of subjective or even contradictory assessments of the
graders (when compared to the overall score) is decreasing and that graders,
thanks to the separate grids, keep to the competences they are supposed to be
assessing according to their expertise. All this makes us conclude that the
graders’ own attitude and subjective assessment is less likely to have an impact
on the examination results because clearly defined criteria and extensive
guidelines makes subjective interpretation of the grids less probable.
However, because of the limited amount of data, there is not yet sufficient
evidence to show a strict and direct relationship between the changes made to
the test/the evaluation system and the trends in examination results over the
years. Furthermore, this research is still work in progress because the present
study constitutes only a first step, by merely looking at the results and the
graders’ comments in the grids. Follow-up research should first ask the graders
for their opinion on the grids, the guidelines and the role play scenarios (using
focus group discussions and/or personal interviews). Video recordings of actual
examinations and the evaluation process immediately afterwards should be
made and examined in detail to see whether graders actually do what they say
they do. Finally, the ultimate goal would be to check whether a better evaluation
method actually results in legal interpreters who are more professional and
competent than before, but this is of course a research project in its own right.
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the current study is
that graders are more certain of their ground and they can more easily account
for their assessment on the one hand. Candidates, on the other hand, receive a
substantiated overview of their strengths and weaknesses.
This makes us believe that, as Hilary Maxwell-Hyslop wrote in Building
Mutual Trust (2011, p. 60), “(v)ery few people enjoy being assessed, but if
candidates feel the process is transparent and fair, then they will, with luck,
regard it as a necessary experience”.
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Appendix 1
Role play Lit-Language Grader – Evaluation Grid
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Appendix 2
Role play Lit-Legal Expert/Grader – Evaluation Grid
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